
About the project:

Until now:

Next:

Self Employed Entrepreneurs Meet, Exchange, Get Results & Organise Work - SEE ME

GR&OW is an Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership for the exchange of good practices. This

project has the aim to up-skill youth workers and those who are already self-employed,

and freelancers, and provide sound business advice to improve their soft skills,

management skills and their future prospects for creating a sustainable entrepreneurial

practice.

The strategic partnership is dedicated to youth workers, young entrepreneurs and the

self – employed, people who live in rural areas, farmers, plumbers, electricians, car

mechanics, artists etc.

Target group:

1st Learning Event in July 2021 in Cyprus  20 participants from Greece, Italy, Cyprus,

Slovakia and Portugal for a 5 days training course, where the participants developed an

entrepreneurial mindset and culture, identified and exploit networking opportunities for

business development and cultivated the necessary soft skills.

During the 1st Online learning event in November 2021, the same participants met again

and discussed the follow up process of their business ideas, practices they have

implemented and steps they need to reach.

2nd Learning Event in February 2022 in Italy, will gather 20 participants for a 4 days

training course. The goals of this learning event are: combating discrimination, inequality

and other forms of exploitation in the workplace; learning, through sharing of practices,

regulations and realities in other countries; equipping youth workers and youth self-

employed with the basic concept and skills of advocacy to be able to create their own

interventions.

2nd Online learning event in March 2022, will gather the same 20 participants, where

they will get the chance to meet again and update each other on their learning process

and implementation of their practices/business ideas and receive support and

suggestions from experienced facilitators.
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Travel to Italy

Accomodation

INFORMATION

COVID INFO

REIMBURSMENT

In Bologna there is the International Airport Guglielmo Marconi. 

From the Airport to the city centre you can take: Aerobus BLQ (6€), a direct train

Marconi Express (8.70€) or the regular bus in front of the terminal (4€).

During the training we will stay at Combo which is situated in Via de' Carracci, 69/14 in

the city centre of Bologna, 10 minutes walking from the train and bus station.

Participants will be accommodated in rooms of 3-4 separately for males and females. Il

will include private bathroom, sheets, towels, wifi connection.

The venue: https://thisiscombo.com/location/combo-bologna/

To enter Italy, stay and carry out any kind of activity it is necessary to have a green

pass. You can get a green pass with a full vaccine cycle or a negative result tampon

every 48 hours.

Tickets must be from your country of origin to/from Italy. No other tickets can or will

be reimbursed. You are allowed to come only 2 extra days before or after the project

dates, but accommodation and food cannot be funded. 

The documents needed to fulfil your reimbursement: Boarding passes; Flight tickets;

Original bus or train tickets.

The reimbursement will be done by your sending organisation.

Dates

From 31/01/2022 to 05/02/2022 - Travel days included
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Contacts: europa@bangherang.it

https://thisiscombo.com/location/combo-bologna/

